PROGRAMMING TOUCHKEY
TAGS
To program a remote follow these simple steps;

!

Ensure system is disarmed, use either spare Touch key tag or
override.

!

Open the drivers' side door, and leave open during procedure.

!

Turn the ignition key from the 'Accessories' position to the 'On'
position seven times (count each time the key is in the 'On'
position).

!

Be sure to leave the key in the 'On' position upon the seventh
time.

!

Wait for the red LED to turn on, insert the new touch key tag into
the receptacle.

!

The status LED will extinguish immediately when successful.

Should you experience any difficulty in reprogramming the Touchkey
Tag, please do not hesitate to contact one of the approved installers on
1-800-CYCLOPS (1-800-2925677)
Regards
CYCLOPS HELPDESK

PROGRAMMING TROUBLESHOOTING
This document is provided to help installers diagnose why a system will not
change programmable settings or program remote controls. This document
assumes system in question is a P140, P145, P160 or P165.
IGNITION CONNECTION
The crucial connection is the ignition switch. To test the ignition connection:
1. Be seated inside car with door shut and system armed.
2. Turn ignition switch to ON position.
3. The LED in the receptacle should glow constantly.
4. Turn ignition switch back to ACC position.
5. The LED in the receptacle should instantly begin flashing slowly.
If the LED remains lit in the ACC position, the immobiliser is monitoring the
Accessory circuit. In this case, turn ignition switch from OFF to ACC 7 times
instead of ACC to ON.
If all appears correct then ensure:
1. The timing of the switch turns is 0.5sec ACC, 0.5sec ON
2. Ignition systems needs to discharge while key is in ACC position, the can be
done by leaving cigarette lighter, blower fan, radio, brake lights etc switched
on during the process.
Should you experience any difficulty in reprogramming the remote, please do
not hesitate to contact one of the approved installers on
1-800-CYCLOPS (1-800-2925677)
Regards
CYCLOPS HELPDESK

